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MINUTES

Attendees: John French, Joel Mundy, Deborah Rhydman, etc. 
Absent: ??

1. First Announcements: 
Spellchecker
CMS/Wordpress
Social Media/Blogging 

2. Staff report on Past Topics: 
Spellchecker is giving errors, mostly jargon. Sometimes there will be 20 pages 
with the same misspelling. Standardization of spellchecker is desired, especially 
in regards to the words “help desk” and “black board.” IT Director Mike Ciri 
suggested the words be less branded by making them two words. It tracks several 
web pages at once, and will refresh itself after the crawl. Typically 85 minute wait 
time after refreshing on the crawl. Tying in the crawl refresh dates to CMS has 
been suggested. 
 
Empty metadata links discovered, especially through the use of Google 
Applications. Please send all links in an email directly to John French for follow-
up. 

3. Staff Report on New Topics: 

Social media sites are becoming increasingly popular for marketing at UAS. 
McDowell has conducted a gap analysis in regards to social media marketing at 
UAS. The results of this analysis are not available online for everyone. 
Currently, there is no social media policy for the websites that are being created 
through UAS Faculty and Staff. 

There is a lot of cleanup to do in regards to sites that are managed by UAS: weird 
references, net triggers, and abandoned sites that we no longer manage or 
information was lost when people left UAS. 



It has been suggested that the University develop a consistent username and 
password to try to prevent these orphaned web pages. 
Ideally, there will be a directory placed on the University Home Pages that allows 
people to access social media sites run by UAS, directly from the UAS Home 
Page. 

Faculty need to be informed that when managing sites that tie into their 
intellectual work or promoting personal causes that the UAS logo is not involved.  

Wordpress features to be integrated with CMS and UAS Online. Blogging made 
possible through UAS Online. Ideally there would be a three-step process to 
creating a UAS-related blog that can be personalized and is aesthetically pleasing 
— akin to Word Press. A new Word Press server was discussed, but deemed 
unnecessary at this juncture. The benefits of a new server were discussed: it 
would yield an official UAS URL that is capable of working directly with Word 
Press; all the blogs could be accessible from one area, protected by UAS domain 
and they would be aesthetically pleasing. 

1. A separate system for website construction would be counteractive as we 
currently have the tools to integrate the process. 

2. All 3 MAUs should support Word Press, which is currently unsupported by 
CITOs. It is not part of UAA or UAF plans to support a CMS tool that is capable 
of website creation. 

3. Jennifer and John will work to further equip and integrate blog tools for 
institutional use; worried about aesthetic capabilities, and user-friendly usage. 
These UAS blogs could likely be created now: uas.alaska.edu/myapps/frenchie. 
These would be the creation of a custom domain within the UAS Online domain. 
UAS online blogs would be able to be created by users. Users with a username 
and password could comment. All blogs could be seen by the public, but not 
commented on. 

4. Next meeting
Next Meeting to be held on February 6th 2014.  


